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Executive Summary: Survey #2 Re-Entry
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3) The Task Force will be examining several different scheduling scenarios for the Fall that
considers the potential need for physical distancing. These scenarios would have some
students learning in school while others were at home. What are your thoughts on the following:

Alternating schedule with
1 day in school, 1 day
remote

Alternating schedule with
2 days in school, 2 days
remote

Alternating schedule with
1 week in school,
next week remote

Alternating Schedule
2 weeks in school,
2 weeks remote

300

200

100

0

Alternating schedule 4 days in
school, 10 days remote
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Grades K-6 in school daily (using
all 3 buildings), grades 7-12
remote daily

Grades 2-12 in a Split Schedule
while grades K-1 are in school
every day
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Free Response Themes:
● General comments
○ Getting back to normal is very important
■ Returning to school daily is important
○ It is important for students to get back to school
○ Families would need before/after school care in order to work
○ How will lunch and recess be handled should we return to school?
○ Since many parents drive their students to school, think about a better drop
off/pick up procedure to allow for social distancing
○ Communication with families needs to be a priority
○ Students should not share supplies
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●

Health and Safety
○ Students and all staff should be required to wear masks
○ Wearing a face mask for too long isn’t good - how will this be addressed?
○ Consider face shields for students
○ Schools should not open until there is a vaccine
○ Will students/staff have a place to go should them become ill which will isolate
them from the general population
○ How will the school communicate positive COVID cases? What will tracing look
like?
○ Families should sign a contract to say the student is not sick, will wash hands,
wear mask, social distance etc. before they send the student to school
○ Can the district use other facilities to reduce the number of students in a
building?
○ A family may want to opt in for remote learning if that is an option even if schools
are open

●

Cleaning/Sanitizing/Disinfecting Protocols
○ Let families know about the protocols

●

Social/emotional well-being concerns
○ Isolation is difficult
○ Worry about the long term effects of students not being with their peers
○ Keep elementary families with twins together with the same teacher
○ Concern with a split schedule (if my child’s friends are in the other section)
○ With physical distancing requirements, there is still a concern with children
feeling isolated
○ Students may have anxieties coming back to school, how will the district address
this?
○ How do you enforce social distancing?
Split schedule comments
○ Look towards a consistent schedule which will help parents with planning
○
eLearning comments
○ Enhance the eLearing experience:
■ More synchronous opportunities; all live sessions need to be mandatory
■ The model we used the last few weeks of schools worked well if we need
to go back to eLearning
■ Students should connect live with teachers each day;
■ Live interaction with students is very important;
■ Provide more asynchronous lessons;
■ Parents should support, not be the primary educator; More teacher led
instruction
■ Less packets

●

●
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Students need more devices since many in the family are using the
computer
Can specials be virtual?
What will the grading system be should we continue remote or blended
learning?
Not all families have a printer and more hard copies may need to be
available

Meeting the needs of special education students
○ Include in the plan how you will meet the needs of special education students
○ When discussed “who” should be in school versus home, consideration should
be given to special education classes, so we can meet the IEP requirements

